Divine energy clearing
to transform your space and life
Energy clearing is an ancient
sacred practice that enhances our
physical space by healing emotional
and spiritual congestion (negative
patterns, blockages, destructive
influences) that disrupt our lives.

Traditional societies are attuned to
the deep connection between people
and their natural environments. Just as
thoughts, emotions and actions leave
an imprint on the soul, they also leave
a residue in our brains and bodies.
Sometimes these past events can be so
negative they undermine our health,
finances and relationships.
Energy clearing cleans out these dark
and destructive forces, balances the
energy and allows free flowing energy
to support of your health, abundance
and success.
Onye Onyemaechi is a gifted African
and American healer who has the power
to see into both the visible and intangible realms. Tapping into the universal
Divine Grace, Onye is able to clear
blockages and to help resolve past and
present issues to promote the foundation
for a blessed and successful future.
Our home was repeatedly broken into when it was renovated even after alarm system was installed. Thieves stole
our televisions, our household goods and precious things.
Finally we called in Onye. He energetically cleared and
blessed our house. We have not had any troubles since.
D.W.

Sessions available:
		
		
		

You should consider energy clearing
for your home, project or office if:
You recently moved into or out of a
home, workspace or office.
n You are having difficulty either
purchasing or selling property.
n You are currently living in a home
that feels uncomfortable or threatening.
n You have health problems, sleepless
nights and/or depression.
n You possess, acquire or inherit
antiques or old cultural artifacts.
n You are experiencing physical,
emotional or mental stress in your
working environment.
n Family members or guests don’t
sleep well or experience a sudden illness or an unusual sickness.
n Friends or family members are
certain you have ghost in your home,
workplace or on your property.
n You are welcoming a new born,
adopted or step child.
n You feel stuck and are not moving
forward toward your desired goals.
n

Space Clearing
Remote Clearing
Personal Clearing
Remote Personal Clearing

You should consider a personal
cleansing if:
You are experiencing a significant life transition such as a new
relationship, recent marriage, preconception, and/or a new birth.
n You are undergoing a significant life crisis such as divorce, separation, birth loss, trauma, miscarriage,
or death.
n You have issues relating to past or
current relationship challenges.                                  
n You wish to resolve family feuds or
other conflicts.
n You suffer from reoccurring health
conditions or infertility.
n You feel stuck and are not moving
forward.
n You sense you are haunted or experience spiritual attacks.
n

No one would come to view my house and land. After Onye’s
ceremony, I received a good offer and sold quickly! C.W.
The house we bought and renovated was over a hundred
years old. In order to make a new start, we had Onye
energetically clear the house and estate. It is all bright and
lucid and since then I feel very safe and protected in our
new home. K.M

2-4 hrs including consultation
2-3 hrs including consultation
60 min		
60 min

For Appointment Call: Onye Onyemaechi
onye@villagerhythms.com
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